FRENCH INDO-CHINA
Indo-Chinese credit as distinct from the Metropolis. Doumer created
the legend of the rich Indo-China. The colony began to assume more of
its military expenses, and even to pay for French philanthropy in the
Far East. Despite an excellent basic conception—that of making a
reality out of the Indo-Chinese Union by a truly federal framework—
DouiBcr's methods were too arbitrary, too fraught with political danger.
His successors to this day are still carrying out his economic programme,
but the means by which he set it in motion—the monopolies, highly
centralized services, grandiose unproductive public works—have had
to be discarded after painful experience.
The
Indirect taxes have always been preferred by the French because of
their unpleasant historical association with the anden regime's direct
assessments. On the contrary, the Annamites prefer direct taxes as
something they are used to, and upon which they can count. Applying
this Preach psychology to the problem of raising new revenues, Doumer
created the triple-headed monster of the monopolies, and placed it
under the Service of Lkmmes et Regies. To this day the Douanes fur-
more than half of the colony's revenues, and in its halcyon days,
1907, employed 3,341 agents.
Raw opium was bought from Yunnan or India, and prepared by the
for ooDSumptkm. It was sold through licensed agents, usually
paid         for the privilege. Originally a Chinese vice, it
b*s	the masses of the people. The rapid growth of
—         doubled from 1894 to 1907—testifies to its
use. The profits of the Chinese intermediaries were so great
m         the Cwiilm-CliiBese Colonial 'Council voted for a direct
control* This move was motivated less by an effort to
4e revenues        to strike a blow at Chinese economic power.
It to» also	due to the prevalence of contraband. Opium's small
favoured smuggling. A contributing
wts the	of state-prepared opium to suit the popular taste.
la	a	price^ the govermBcat was also trying to realize
Cfoirtxaba&d, as organised by the Chinese, was a
fiewjrisfaed. The utilization of opium
dto	tie	and this finally forced the Regie
to buy ttp the	T|e        tried successively lowering and
Ifeft	to	the methods of preparations, and a
of	in in	effort to check smuggling.

